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About Shambala
Shambala, a  myth about a mysterious kingdom  

that has long existed in the earth’s core. It is a 

reverse world  in the hollow earth with  the 

underground sun beneath the kingdom. 

In Shambala society, the identity of people, social 

relationships, land and property, commodity 

consumption, recreational activities, games, etc., 

are all realized by various NFTs.

Shambala’s meta-universe vision is to build an 

ecosystem of creators. It promotes the entire 

ecosystem into a whole new virtual game world. 

BALA is the core currency of this ecosystem.
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BALA
BALA token is the native token and governance 

token of Shambala Metaverse, Balagame and 

BalaMaket games, NFT market and social Dapp.. 

Contract Address: 
0x34bA3af693d6c776d73C7fa67e2B2e79be8ef4ED

Token mechanism:
Handling fee: 12%, of which 6% is burned, and 6% 

is distributed to coin holders.

Where to buy:
BalaSwap  PancakeSwap

Token Distribution:
Total Amount: 1,000 Trillion.
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Shambala

NFTs 

Shambos  have their own identification:  avatar 

The NFT avatars  are already on sale on the 

BinanceNFT market since November 27th, 2021.

The metaverse project Shambala uses voting 

mechanism to determine the name for all 

members in the inner earth: Shambo.
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Shambala

AVATAR
Each AVATAR consists of 5 standardized 

components: face, hat or hairstyle, accessories, 

clothes, background. The system automatically 

assembles various components to generate a 

specific avatar style, and the scarcity of the avatars 

they generate is different from each other. 

AVATAR NFT exists in every game of Shambala.
Grade Scarcity Each limited edition Currency

F Not scarce Unlimited  --

N Normal ≤10000 BALA

R Scarce ≤1000 BALA

SR Very Scarce ≤100 BALA

SSR Extremely Scarce 1 BALA

SC Special Order Agreed quantity BALA
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Shambala

LAND
LAND delineates: 
The inner surface of the earth is divided into 357 

Trillion squares with an unit area of 1m X 1m. Each 

piece of land is composed of several unit squares 

connected to each other.

To participate in the games, users must first 

purchase LAND. LAND serves different purposes in 

games of different eras, such as mining ore, 

planting or grazing, building real estate, etc. 

How to buy: 
Buy with BNB in NFT Market of BalaSwap. 
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Shambala

NFTs In GameFi

CHIP is GameFi's universal token, used for various 

in-game transactions including tool purchases and 

labor income.

AVATAR LAND

ORE CROP ESTATE
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ASSETS
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Shambala

NFTs In GameFi

Balagame's first chain game product will be launched soon. This 

is a Play to Earn game. BALA tokens are equivalent to the role of 

AXS tokens in Play to Earn game leader AXIE Infinity. 

Balagame aims to create a virtual world economy by publishing 

"playing and earning" games, sponsoring many "playing and 

earning" gamers, and creating tools that will enhance the future 

of Metaverse games. BALA is the core currency of the virtual 

world economy.
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Shambala

BalaSwap
Token Staking:
BALA single currency Stake                APY: 50% 

CHIP single currency Stake                 APY: 50% 

Liqudility Mining:

Cooperation projects:
Cooperative Token/BALA Liquidity Pool

CHIP/BALA APY: 50% 

CHIP/USDT APY: 50% 

CHIP/BNB APY: 50% 

BALA/USDT APY: 50% 

BALA/BNB APY: 50% 
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Shambala

Decentralized gaming 
world
After Balagame's first gamefi product goes online, it will focus 

on the development of gamefi's underlying protocol, a 

decentralized game platform, to facilitate third-party game 

studios or individuals to create their own gamefi products in 

Balagame.

Shambala Metaverse will provide early fund 

raising (IDO) and initial game product 

release (IGO) for games that settle in the 

ecosystem.
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Shambala

DAO
Shambo is the citizens of Shambala Metaverse. 

We have released the NFT of Shambala's avatar as 

an identification in the virtual game world of 

Shambala.

In the virtual economy of Shambala Metaverse, 

Shambo will form a DAO, allowing every Shambo 

to participate in community autonomy and 

promote the healthy development of the entire 

ecosystem.

z
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Shambala

Vision
Shambala’s meta-universe vision is to build 

an ecosystem of creators.  While transforming 

players into creators, encouraging players to 

discover various fields such as architecture, 

fashion, virtual concerts, virtual performances, 

art exhibitions, collections and museums, etc., 

it promotes the entire ecosystem into a whole 

new virtual game world. BALA is the core 

currency of this ecosystem.
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Shambala

 Ecological Development Roadmap

2021.9.8
Launch NFTs 

2021.9.10
Balaswap goes 
online

2021.12.10
Balagame's first 
game goes online

2021.12.30
Balagame's second 
game goes online

2022.1.10
Balagame helps a 
third-party game IDO 
and distribution

2022.4.10
Complete the development 
of the underlying Balagame 
protocol and introduce 
developer ecosystem 

2022.6.1
Shambala Metaverse 
expands from games to 
various fields

2022.7.1
Present Shambala Metaverse 
virtual game world 
prototype
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Website：http://shambala.finance/
Dex:https://balaswap.com/

Twitter：@shambalaUni
Telegram：https://t.me/ShambalaUni_Community

Shambala


